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News Roundup

Shakespeare's Birthday Edition
I hope this finds everyone safe and healthy! We're doing fine here at Twin Cedars.
We're trying to take advantage of the time at home and get a few outstanding
projects finished. T. D. is deep into his leather crafting, which he loves but doesn't
get a chance to do very often. I've been painting and writing. I'm trying to complete
an old Teen Titans fanfic that's been hanging out unfinished for about a decade
now even though it only has a handful of chapters left. I thought it might cheer
some of its long-time readers up if I finally finished it! Once I have some progress
on that, it's back to The Invisible Woman and my other fanfic, The House of Loki.
Smashwords.com is sponsoring the Authors Give Back Sale, now through April
20th. Many titles are free or at a deep discount. Both 20 Million Leagues Over the
Sea and The Mysterious Planet of Captain Moreau are free on that site, and so is
T. D.'s Legacy of Dragons: Emergence. Links to them are available at the very
bottom of the newsletter. Check out the site's home page for lots of good reads!
Running out of things to do while you are hiding out from the wandering virus? I
have added a post to my blog called "Hurry Up and Wait", with a list of things to
keep you busy. You can find the post here. There are links to virtual museum
exhibits, free apps, aquarium webcams, free ebooks, and free (or cheap)
streaming productions of Shakespeare, perfect for April and our Shakespeare
birthday newsletter! Some of them are listed in the article below (the "On-Ramp to
the Shakespeare Highway").

Bench in Central Park's Shakespeare Garden, New York, New York

Why Shakespeare?
William Shakespeare. Not just some dry, stuffy guy whose scribblings we all were
forced to slog through in high school. I don't think he ever intended to be someone
we had to struggle with in English class every year! He was an entertainer. He
dabbled in history, comedy, tragedy, poetry, and romance... a little bit of
everything. Today he would probably be a screenwriter or a showrunner, as well
as a playwright. Still, he has over time become the most recognizable figure in
Western literature. Allusions to and quotes from his plays abound, whether in our
everyday speech (the "green-eyed monster" of envy was born in Othello) or in
television shows. Star Trek is replete with references, from episode titles ("Dagger
of the Mind", from Macbeth) to actual Shakespeare being performed on the
Enterprise (see "The Conscience of the King" with Hamlet on the deck). Really,
the guy is everywhere. Need some great insults? See Henry IV Part I; Falstaff is a
master of the put-down. Need a great laugh? A Midsummer Night's Dream has
your back. Love poetry? Check out the sonnets.
Why April? Mr. Shakespeare was born in Stratford-upon-Avon, England, in April
1564. They didn't register exact dates of birth back then, just baptismal dates, but

his birthday is generally observed on April 23rd. So I thought it might be special to
celebrate it in the newsletter this month, with a special book recommendation, web
site recommendation, and word puzzle.

Sundial in Shakespeare's Garden, Central Park

Films
Shakespeare is all over Hollywood! Many plays have been adapted for the silver
screen, in which the characters escape the confines of a stage for a full cinematic
world. There are almost too many to list. Here are some of my favorites:

Play Adaptations

The Hollow Crown (2012)
A 4-film set that features the "Henriad", the history plays centering around King
Henry IV and King Henry V of England. Includes Richard II, Henry IV Parts 1 & 2,
and Henry V. Starring Tom Hiddleston in the last 3 films as Prince Hal / Henry V,
Simon Russell Beale as Falstaff, Jeremy Irons as Henry IV in the Henry IV plays,
and Rory Kinnear as the same character in Richard II. Ben Whishaw plays a
compelling Richard II. I highly recommend this set. Be sure to turn on the closed

captioning if you have any trouble with the dialog. Beautiful craft from various
directors and magnificent costumes. I've watched this one over and over again.
Yes, partly (well, okay, mostly) for Tom Hiddleston, but the whole cycle is a work of
art.
The Hollow Crown: The Wars of the Roses (2016)
The first cycle was so popular that they did it again! This time with the history
plays centering around the Wars of the Roses and the conflicted reigns of Henry
VI, Edward IV, and Richard III. The set comprises 3 films. The first two combine
Henry VI Parts 1, 2, and 3, and the last is Richard III. Playing the Duke of
Gloucester / Richard III in all three films is Benedict Cumberbatch, who breaks the
fourth wall and talks to the viewer in a way that makes my skin crawl (in a
deliciously fun creepy way). Sophie Okonedo is stunning as Margaret of Anjou.
Also starring Hugh Bonneville and Dame Judi Dench.
P. S. I really, really hope they do a third set some day with the Roman plays!
Coriolanus (2011)
The original play in a modern setting, with Ralph Fiennes, Gerard Butler, and
Vanessa Redgrave. One of the Roman history plays, Coriolanus is the tragic story
of a great (and arrogant) military leader that attempts to transition to a politics,
only to have the city he saved turn against him. One of the lesser known plays and
rarely taught in high school, but after seeing this film and reading it several times,
it's become one of my favorites.
Hamlet
Probably Shakespeare's best-known work. There are more versions of this than I
can list! Many actors, from Ethan Hawke to Kenneth Branagh to Mel Gibson to
David Tennant, have tackled the role on the big screen. I especially love the David
Tennant version (2009), which also stars Sir Patrick Stewart as King Claudius.
Ghosts, pirates, and Danes, oh my! Everyone has their own interpretation of the
famous Prince, so it never hurts to watch more than one!
Romeo and Juliet (1968)
Directed by Franco Zeffirelli, this is a classic. Starring Olivia Hussey and Leonard
Whiting in the title roles, it also features Michael York (star of Logan's Run) as
Tybalt.

Borrowed From the Bard

There are other films that borrow their plots and concepts from Shakespeare and
adapt them to modern situations and settings (and language).
10 Things I Hate About You (1999)
This popular retelling of The Taming of the Shrew in a high school setting features
Julia Stiles and Heath Ledger.
West Side Story (1961)
A beloved musical romance inspired by Romeo & Juliet, this film explores the
rivalry between two gangs in New York in place of two rival families in Italy.
Memorable music and dance. Everyone should see this at least once.
Forbidden Planet (1956)
This one is a classic! It's a stunning science fiction film inspired by The Tempest. It
stars Leslie Nielsen (from Police Squad! and Airplane!) as a space ship's captain
investigating the fate of a group of missing scientists on a distant planet. Fans of
Robby the Robot will love this. It has great special effects for its time and was one
of the first films to be set entirely on a different planet. I love this film and highly
recommend it.
Hungry for more? A great article on Shakespearean adaptations from the 90s can
be found on LitHub.

The Play Within the Play

From the Rude Mechanicals' production of Pyramus and Thisbe in A Midsummer
Night's Dream to Hamlet's commissioning the story of Gonzago, Shakespeare
really leans into the concept of a "play within a play". Many films use the concept,
often using a Shakespearean work as the inner play. Here are some of my
favorites:
Dead Poets Society (1989)
Starring Robin Williams and introducing Robert Sean Leonard and Ethan Hawke.
A powerful story set in an elite New England boys' prep school in 1959, this film
punches me in the gut every time I see it. Robin Williams plays a literature
professor that tries to instill a love of poetry in his students, inspiring some to take
it a bit further. It includes a play within a play performance of A Midsummer Night's

Dream.
Renaissance Man (1994)
Starring Danny DeVito and directed by Penny Marshall. This is a great comedy
that doesn't get enough attention. In fact, it's my favorite DeVito role. An
unemployed advertising executive takes a temporary job as a teacher on an Army
base and introduces soldiers in boot camp to the wonders of Shakespeare. They
really dive into it and create their own rap version of Hamlet. And don't forget the
side order of Henry V.
L. A. Story (1991)
A Steve Martin comedy directed by Mick Jackson. A very funny, silly movie that
I've watched more times than I can count. Filled with Shakespearean quotes from
multiple plays (including Hamlet, As You Like It, and Richard II) updated to
describe Los Angeles. Keep an eye out for the Hamlet "gravedigger" scene,
featuring Martin Short. I highly recommend it! This one makes me laugh every
single time I watch it.

The Life of the Bard:

We've seen the plays; what about the man himself? There are lots of gaps in what
we know about Shakespeare's life, so a screenwriter of a Bard-ography has to
make do sometimes.
A Waste of Shame (2005)
This film focuses on the sonnets and why he might have written them. Starring
Rupert Graves as the man himself! Tom Hiddleston makes an early-career
appearance as the Bard's physician.
All is True (2018)
A speculative tale of Shakespeare's family life. Starring Kenneth Branagh as
Shakespeare and an all-star cast, including Ian McKellen. I haven't seen this yet
but hope to soon.
Anonymous (2011)
Directed by Roland Emmerich. A fictional exploration of the biggest controversy in
literature: Did Shakespeare really write all those plays, or did someone else? (See
the book recommendation below for more on that topic).

Shakespeare Statue, Central Park

Tips for Enjoying Shakespeare
Shakespeare can be intimidating! He wrote his plays 400 years ago. They spoke
differently then. They used different words and different slang than we do now.
The language is beautiful, but I sometimes need a little help sussing out exactly
what the author means. Shakespeare didn't mean to be lofty and difficult; he wrote
plays that were meant for people from all walks of life in a time when social
classes were strictly defined and when a lot of people did not know how to read.
But English has changed a lot since then.
But there's help available! A good companion guide can help you through the
tougher bits so you can get to the sweetness at the center. I like DK's Essential
Shakespeare Handbook, which breaks down each play with summaries and notes
on past productions, along with tons of photographs (in true DK style). There are
plenty of other great guides out there. If you can't get to the bookstore right now,
or don't have the dough for another book on the shelf at the moment, you can get
that help for free from the Folger Library web site here. Each play is broken down,
act by act, alongside essays and other commentaries that illuminate the action.
The Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC, is the world's largest
Shakespeare collection, including a large number of First Folios, the first printed
editions of his collected works. They also have other rare books, manuscripts, and

works of art. Their web site is packed with free resources for Shakespeare fans
and scholars.
Before I go see a play that's new to me (whether stage or film), I like to read the
play overview in the companion guide. Yes, I know, spoilers, but I like to
understand what I'm going to see. I often read the play as well, so when the words
are spoken in the production, I have a better understanding of what the character
is saying. If I'm watching it on DVD, I often turn on the closed captioning. If the
actors are speaking in a natural pace and in an accent, I sometimes have trouble
discerning their speech. The captions are a huge help with that. Sometimes I have
a copy of the play with me and follow along. Naturally, I can't do that in a dark
theater, but I can at home. If you do this, be aware that some screen adaptations
don't 100% follow the original script word for word. Some speeches are abridged.
Scenes may be rearranged or smooshed together for dramatic compression, etc.

On-Ramp to the Shakespeare Highway - Free Access While We are
Stuck At Home
Stuck at home and bored stupid? The Bard is here for you! From Hamlet to King
Lear to the sonnets, you can get caught up on your Shakespearean adventures
online. Many sites host a copy of The Complete Works; just search for
"Shakespeare plays" to see a banquet of iambic pentameter set before you. I
really like MIT's version at shakespeare.mit.edu. Ebook options abound; you
should be able to find a free or low-cost copy at your favorite ebook retailer.
Wanna watch? Plenty of filmed versions can be found for free or at a low price on
Amazon if you have an Amazon Prime membership. I highly recommend The
Hollow Crown, which includes Richard II, Henry IV Parts I & II, and Henry V (most
of which include Tom Hiddleston, yay!). The second series of THC includes the
Henry VI plays along with a stunning Richard III with Benedict Cumberbatch. Most
are inexpensive to rent or buy.
The UK's Globe Theatre (@The_Globe on Twitter) has an entire library of films to
watch on their web site. Some are for rent (in UK currency), and some items are
free, including snippets from Muse of Fire! Starting April 6, several productions will
be free for a while:
Hamlet, 2018
Romeo & Juliet, 2009

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 2013
The Winter’s Tale, 2018
The Two Noble Kinsmen, 2018
The Merry Wives of Windsor, 2019
Also check out the Globe's #LoveInIsolation on Twitter. In this new digital series to
be released soon, they have invited artists, including Sandi Toksvig, Jenifer
Toksvig and Kathryn Hunter, to share Shakespeare’s words with you.
They also have a podcast, "Such Stuff: The Shakespeare's Globe Podcast",
available on your favorite podcast app.
Also from the UK, the RSC (Royal Shakespeare Company) will broadcast certain
past productions on BBC4 and BBC iPlayer (if you can access it in your country)
for free between now and September.
Also, check out the Shakespeare Unlimited podcast, mentioned in the podcast list
above. The Folger Library also offers a guide to streaming Shakespeare during
our collective hibernation, as well as access to the complete works of the Bard
and a collection of essays about the plays and Elizabethan times! They have also
released free (thru July 1) full-cast audio streams of 7 of the greats (including
Hamlet and Othello) here.
More Folger goodness! Watch Folger Theater's Macbeth now through July 1st for
free, along with some special "behind the scenes" features.
Cheek By Jowl Productions is making a recording of The Winter's Tale free on
YouTube until April 27, 2020.
For some remote learning about early modern entertainment in Shakespeare's
day, check out this blog post over at beforeshakespeare.com!
For Twitter users, you can pitch into #ShakespeareSunday every Sunday morning.
Sponsored by @HollowCrownFans, anyone who wishes to quote Shakespeare
(especially with a relevant photo or GIF) may participate. Often a theme is
announced earlier in the week. Check out @HollowCrownFans on Twitter for more
details. Just reading the hashtag is a blast.
For tons of poetry, try the Love Book app, produced by Allie Esiri. She has made
it free for the time being here. I have this app and love it. Famous poems read by

beloved celebrities, including Tom Hiddleston and Damien Lewis. Shakespeare
and other great poets abound! Available in the Apple store for iPads and iPhones.

Other News
There's more theater available during the Great Quarantine! The UK's National
Theatre is making some of their past productions available on YouTube every
Thursday, one every Thursday for the time being, starting April 2. For more
updates, check out the #NationalTheatreAtHome hashtag on Twitter.

Book Recommendation
Shakespeare's Library: Unlocking the Greatest Mystery in Literature
by Stuart Kells

It's the biggest mystery in literature: the true author behind the name of
Shakespeare. Was it Mr. William Shakespeare of Stratford-upon-Avon? Was it
Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford, using Bill as a Beard? Or was it someone else
entirely? Will the real Shakespeare please stand up?

The debate has raged for centuries, with no definitive conclusion. Why? A vital
clue is missing: Shakespeare's library. Most authors leave a paper trail of their
work behind: letters, handwritten manuscripts, marginal doodles and notes in
source books, diaries, bookplates, and inscriptions. But as The Tempest's
Prospero would say, this playwright left "not a rack behind".
There are documents to prove that William Shakespeare existed: baptismal
records, legal writs, even a will. But the will makes no mention of an author's usual
legacy. At all. If he is indeed the man behind the plays, did he possess such
papers? If so, what happened to them?
The search for such a collection has been a long and crooked road, one that has
yet to reach its final destination. But the search itself is its own epic, recounted in
Stuart Kells' Shakespeare's Library. In it, you'll meet characters as wild and
colorful as those in the plays: forgers and thieves, scholars both brilliant and
gullible, code-breakers, and obsessive book collectors. It's a history of Bardic
fever, with some incredibly funny and mind-boggling anecdotes about how far
some people are willing to go in the name of Shakespeare. I think even the Bard
himself would raise his eyebrows at the antics committed during this particular
quest, as the author describes here:

Some of the best known episodes of Shakespearean research read like outtakes
from the Nicholas Cage film National Treasure.

This book is a library in miniature, covering topics as wide-ranging as life in
Shakespeare's time (crazy inconsistent spelling, snarky pamphlet-writing,
witchcraft); book publishing, binding, and collecting; and a history of how we've
viewed Shakespeare over time. Not every era saw him the same way.
For the Shakespeare newbie, this book is a great jumping-off point. In it the reader
meets the Shakespeare that his drinking buddies probably knew, not the dry and
dusty god of literature they had to muddle through in high school. I love the
author's description of this elusive literary light:

A street-brawling, heart-breaking actor and grungy man of letters, the
Shakespeare who emerges drinking and smoking from contemporary documents
is a kind of punk poet, a proto-rockstar, a sixteenth-century Russell Crowe, or
Russell Brand. Few documents about Shakespeare's life have survived, but a
surprisingly high proportion of them concern his racy and bawdy exploits.

Contemporaries Christopher Marlowe and Ben Jonson haunt the pages. Celebrity
fans, including Oscar Wilde, cross the stage. Put on your Indiana Jones fedora (or
perhaps your Warwickshire Brown Toque?) and poke around the insanity that is
the Bard's fandom. The narrative flows easily and is so pleasant to read that when
I hit the last page, I was hungry for more. Mr. Kells has a wonderful sense of
humor that makes history pop off the page. I think it would be an entertaining read
for anyone interested in Shakespeare and his times. This book has pride of place
on my Shakespeare shelf, right next to my copy of the Klingon version of Hamlet.

Available at your favorite book retailer in hardcover, paperback, ebook, or audio.
Stuart Kells of Melbourne, Australia, is a historian, book collector, and awardwinning author that has been published across the globe. Other titles include The
Library: A Catalogue of Wonders and his latest release, The Convent. For more of
his work, check out his web site at stuartkells.com and his lively Twitter feed at
handle @StuartKells.

WEB SITE RECOMMENDATION: Shakespeare Magazine
https://issuu.com/shakespearemagazine
Twitter: @UKShakespeare
Shakespeare Magazine is a Bristol, UK, publication dedicated to all
aspects of the Bard, from the academic to the theatrical. Donationbased, it's free to read. Currently on its 15th issue, the publisher aims
to release several times a year, depending on budget. This is not a
newsletter! With excellent photos of current stage productions and
great interviews with actors and directors, this is a true on-line
magazine that navigates as closely to a real-world publication as
possible. Each issue features a wide variety of topics in the
Shakespeare-o-sphere, from current stage and film productions to
scholarship to documentaries on the Shakespeare phenomenon.
Whether you're a Shakespeare lover or just now getting your feet wet in
the Bardic Ocean, give it a try.

How many of these famous characters do you recognize? Can you match the name with
the correct line?

TWIN CEDARS EVENTS CALENDAR 2020
Since these are autumn events, they are still scheduled as of press time.
Books for sale! Autographs are always free!
September 2020
NextChapter Con
September 19
Ringgold, GA

October 2020
HallowCon
October 30 - November 1
Dalton, GA

BOOKS BY K. T. HUNTER
Covers by The Cover Collection

20 Million Leagues Over the Sea

The Mysterious Planet of Captain

The Nemo Paradox Book 1

Moreau

$2.99 on Kindle

The Nemo Paradox Book 2

$12.99 Paperback

$2.99 on Kindle

Available on Amazon

$12.99 Paperback

and Smashwords

Available on Amazon
and Smashwords

K. T.'s Blog

K. T. on GoodReads

K. T. on BookBub

BOOKS BY T. D. RAUFSON
BLOG

Legacy of Dragons:

Legacy of Dragons:

Emergence
(Legacy of Magic Book

Resurgence

The Queen's Yeoman
by T. D. Raufson

(Legacy of Magic Book

T. D.'s first mid-grade

1)

2)

fantasy book, great for

by T. D. Raufson

by T. D. Raufson
$4.99 on Kindle

all ages!

$3.99 on Kindle
Available on Amazon
and Smashwords

Available on Amazon

$3.99 on Kindle
Available on Amazon

and Smashwords

and Smashwords

Guardian Unmasked
by T. D. Raufson
$4.99
Available on
Smashwords

T. D. on GoodReads

T. D.'s blog
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